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Post Lockdown Re-Entry 

As we prepare to recover from one of the most severe events to hit our country this century, 

Hawkeye Solutions would like you to know that we are with you every step of the way.  We have 

taken the liberty to implement a few guidelines to assist you along this path. 

If your company was in lockdown and your staff were at home, the question must be asked: Do they 

pose a risk re-entering the workspace?  Whilst it may come across as harsh, this event has shaken 

our country and every precaution must be taken to curb the spread of the virus. 

The biggest issue we face is uncertainty. How do we know if someone is infected, and the simple 

answer is that if they do not present any symptoms, then we don’t.  This however does not limit 

certain measures that can be put in place. 

Entry Points 

 Sanitising stations to include alcohol based and non-alcohol based Sanitiser 

 Surgical & Fabric Masks 

 Goggles 

 Surgical Gloves 

 Sani Wipes 

 IR Temperature Reading 

 Disposable foot wear 
***We know that there is a lot of controversy on all of the items listed above.  Hawkeye Solutions 

does not align itself with any one opinion, we prefer to give our clients the power of choice on what 

measures they would like to take. 

Public Points 

 Bathrooms 

 Staircase rails 

 Door handles / Window handles 

 Kitchens 

 Open plan offices 

 Workstations 

 Lift buttons 
 

Whilst these areas are difficult to police, there are measures which can be put in place to curb the 

spread.   

 Anti-microbial Fogging 
o  Aerosol Dispensers or Fogging 

 Create Awareness: 
o Posters regarding Covid 19 
o The benefits of Social Distancing, even in an impractical setting 
o How quickly germs can spread 

 Increase Cleaning Frequency 
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o Identify hotspots that would be in need of the cleaning frequency to be 
increased.  This would include bathrooms, kitchenette’s, Pause areas, canteens 

 Sanitisers 
o Identify strategic places where wall mounted sanitisers would be a benefit.   
o Alternatively, look at medical wipes or surface wipes. 
o Do not rule out Non-Alcohol versus Alcohol 
o Educate staff on the difference between bacteria and a virus. (***Sanitiser only kills 

bacteria) 
 

Covid-19 Services 

Anti-Microbial Aerosols / Fogging 

The nature of viruses such as the flu and COVID-19 means that they are able to spread incredibly 

quickly. Due to their ability to go from one person to another in a flash, preventative methods need 

be strictly adhered to.  

While there are many ways for you to personally stop the contraction, the truth is that your building 

may be the main cause of your problems. Buildings often need to be treated the same as a human 

body, applying a solution to prevent (and sometimes cure) an infection. The number one method to 

do this is via Anti-microbial fogging. 

Our Anti-microbial fog process involves the application of a non-toxic, non-corrosive, non-caustic, 

non-staining, non-carcinogenic and pH neutral fog to your premises. This misty fog kills all viruses, 

bacteria and fungi, leaving the building safer than before. It does not stain clothing or counters; and 

people, plants and pets do not need to be vacated during the process.  

This product is perfectly safe, often being used in infectious wards of hospitals with patients 

remaining. Furthermore, we are able to present an “ATP” test (rapidly measuring actively growing 

microorganisms through detection of adenosine triphosphate) which proves the efficacy of the 

application. 

Fit for both commercial and domestic locations, Anti-microbial fogging is perfect for schools, offices, 

hotels, homes and many more places. Whether it is moving into a new home or cleaning an old 

office, total disinfection is something every building should have. 

Hawkeye Solutions is aware of current economic restraints and social distancing practices within our 

country. Taking this into account, we are also able to provide 110ml / 350ml Individual Steri fog 

canisters. Canister may be used manually or inserted into a wall mounted dispenser. (Dispensers 

sold separately) The benefit of a dispensing unit is that it is completely automated and sprays 

intermittently according to your requirements. 
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Cleaning Chemicals / Disinfectants 

MULTIGUARD 
 

 
 
QAC Detergent/Disinfectant/Deodoriser 
 

 

 

SOLVDET INTENSIVE CLEANER 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Removes oil, grease and fat 
Safe on laundry. 
 

Deep Cleaning 

 Deep cleaning is different from regular or spring cleaning because it reaches the deep grime 
and dirt in your home.  It covers areas which aren’t traditionally covered by a regular or 
spring clean for example: 

 Behind kitchen appliances like the washing machine and oven, cutting through the grime 
that builds up 

 Cleaning under the sink and all kitchen surfaces 

 Inside the oven including the oven door glass 

 Inside of window frames and patio doors 

 ADHOC Inside and outside of all windows 

 ADHOC steaming of blinds & curtains 

 ADHOC Carpet Cleaning 

 ADHOC interior roof trusses 

 Full and deep dusting including all the corners of rooms for cobwebs  

 Scale removal from all bathroom tiles, kitchen tiles, taps, shower heads etc  
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 Cleaning of floors using the Pulse Mop System 

 ADHOC floor buffing 

 Cleaning of Walls, skirtings, scuff marks, plugs & light switches, cupboards, standard light 
fittings 

 ADHOC interior of vacant kitchen, bathroom & bedroom cupboards 

Carpet Cleaning 

The average human loses approximately 50 million skin cells per day. 1 third of that goes into their 

mattress, 1 third goes into their office environment and the final third is scattered amongst their 

social time. Take a moment and let that sink in. 16 million skin cells per 8 hour sleep cycle are going 

into your linen and mattress. Furthermore if you work in an office with let's say, 50 employees, that 

equates to 833 million dead skin cells floating in the air you breathe, settling in the upholstery and 

carpeting. Not to mention in the cup you use, or the glass you drink out of. With regular deep 

cleaning of all areas, especially the carpets and upholstery, one is able to prevent the build-up of 

these cells.  

A business flourishes when its employees are happy, healthy and productive. For this reason, 

occupational health and safety has become a more than just a requirement. Yet so many companies 

overlook the one potential health hazard that could be posing a risk to its employees. The culprit? 

Dirty carpets and upholstery.  

While most commercial cleaning services focus on visible surface dirt, many ignore the dust, mould, 

spores, bacteria and allergens that could be harboured deep within the carpet, resulting in poor 

indoor air quality and exposure to toxins. It may seem far-fetched, but studies show that improperly 

maintained office carpets could be responsible for increased workplace illnesses and reduced 

productivity. These are just some of the possible health issues that your employees, clients and 

visitors might experience if you let your carpets go uncleaned for long periods:  

Respiratory Illness: When inhaled, the bacteria and allergens that build up in the carpet’s surface can 

cause flu-like symptoms and other respiratory problems. In other instances, this could also trigger 

asthma attacks in employees. “Recent studies of Occupational Health identifies volatile compounds 

found in filthy carpets as a definitive cause of asthma for people who don’t have the disease yet.”  

Skin Irritation & Infection: When a person comes into contact with a fungi-infested carpet, couch or 

other upholstered furniture, they could experience serious skin problems such as rashes, itching, 

athlete’s foot or skin asthma.  

Allergies: Dirty carpets make the perfect breeding ground for dust mites and other microscopic 

pests, which are the leading cause of allergic reactions in the home and office. These allergies can 

manifest as mild symptoms like sneezing and headaches or even fatal anaphylactic reactions in 

severe cases. 

Hawkeye Solutions has a reputation in the industry of tailor making custom solutions to suit every 

client’s needs and budget.  We have always kept our word and never wavered.  It is this that has 

allowed us to build long lasting relationships with our clients and support each other during these 

tough times. 

 

We hope we can be of further assistance to you. 


